How do I find my way in Ittigen?

«Schlüsselpersonen» support and encourage you!

Do you have questions like:

- Where can I attend German lessons?
- How do I fill in a form properly?
- How do kindergarten and school work?
- Does there exist a women’s meeting or a men’s group?
- How do I find a day nursery?
- How is the payment of bills from doctors organised?
- Is there a second-hand clothes shop, a library, or a toy library?
- Where do I get support, if my child needs special care?

«Schlüsselpersonen» give you advice and support to handle these or similar questions, if requested in one of the following languages: German, French, English, Turkish, Tamil, Arabic, Tigrinya, Bulgarian, Russian, Ukrainian, Chinese, Uzbek, Spanish, Italian, Vietnamese, Serbo-Croatian.

No charges: The local authority bears the costs.

Would you like to be supported by a «Schlüsselperson»?
Contact the communal office for integration:
Regina Jakob, regina.jakob@ittigen.ch, 031 925 23 87

Contact address
Integrationsfachstelle
Quartierbüro Kappelisacker
Kappelisackerstrasse 119
3063 Ittigen

www.ittigen.ch/soziales